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Abstract: Mobile cloud computing is potential 

skill for mobile devices and also grownup the 

demand for operational availability and openness. 

Few years back mobile devices are used only for 

voice calls and text messages purposes, after value 

added services possible to enabled anytime and 

anywhere. Mobile cloud computing incorporates 

the mixture of both mobile also cloud computing, 

and solve the performance linked problems. Could 

Computing (CC) is integrates with usually the 

mobile environment moreover overcomes 

problems connected to the presentation 

(forexample: Storagespace, Bandwidth and life 

time of the Battery), and 

Environment(Accessibility, Scalability and 

Heterogeneity), Security. The businesses and 

information technology organizations and 

additional consumers can take the necessary 

facilities & properties after cloud rapidly, 

effortlessly and also reasonable charges.Discussed 

this paper on survey Mobile cloud computing 

which helps forresearcher’s mccdesign, methods 

and also uses. Problems occurred in mcc and 

present resolutions and methodologies used to 

resolve problems. For further extension of this is 

giving instructions to mobile cloud computing 

research. 
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Introduction 

In this paper explore a MCC complete survey. The 

brief MCC overview, Mobile Could Computing  

 

 

 

 

definition, Design and also Benefits are discussed 

Part 2. In Part 3 discussed the Uses of Mobile Cloud 

Computing. Next, In Part4 discussed many problems 

in Mobile Cloud Computing and methods to report 

the problems. In part 5 the guidelines of 

futureresearch. Lastly, In Part 6 we consolidate and 

determine the MCC research survey. In the Table 1 

describes the list of Abbreviations. 

 

II. MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING 

EXPLANATION: 

Mobile Cloud computing term introduced before the 

cloud computing. It is very attracting of industrialists 

as a good gainful industry decisionthat decreases the 

improvement and consecutively price of requests of 

mobile, In new knowledge mobile 

 

 

 

users use the new technology with low cost, as 

research persons promised the key answer for 

information technology. In this part presents an 

explanation of MCC containing meaning, 

Architecture, & Also Advantages of MCC. 

 

III. MEANING OF MCC 

In Mobile Cloud Computing the major powerful 

energy is mobile computing. In global gradually 

increased day by day Mobile applications. 8.2 billion 

downloads in  2010  and rapidly increased in 2011 on 

17.7 billion download, and 140.68billion apps are 

downloaded in 2016 and 192.45 billion apps are 

downloaded in 2018 and finally In 2019 as per 

research records 204 billion apps are customers 

downloaded. 
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Year Annual Downloaded Apps 

in billions 

2010 8.2 

2011 17.7 

2016 140.68 

2018 192.45 

2019 204 
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Mobile cloud computing is simple to signify an 

organisation where both data stores and information 

processing occur outside the mobile device. In this 

Mobile cloud presentations transfer the computing 

power & data storage gone since mobile device and 

hooked on the cloud, collecting the application and 

mobile computing to just not smart device operators, 

hence much wider mobile subscriber range. 

Mobile cloud computing defines[2]as a creative 

requirement for mobile devices where through 

information processing & storage, mobile computing 

starts to strange, centralised computing stages in 

clouds. Such centralised requests are opened by the 

wireless link based on negative consumers or mobile 

devices. 

Instead, MCC can persist known as a mix of mobile 

web in addition to cloud computing, the user's largest 

current mobile access to service and internet 

implementations. Mobile cloud computing offers 

mobile users with cloud data processing and storage 

services. Mobile devices don't want any important 

structure (like, Central Process Unit, and Memory 

Storage Capacity) because all complex computing 

elements can stay in the clouds. 

 

IV.DESIGN OF MOBILE CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

The design of Mobile Cloud Computing can be 

shown in Figure 1. Mobile devices are related to 

mobile network via base stations (e.g. transceiver 

station, access point or satellite) that create as well as 

control associates and well-designed network and 

mobile device interfaces. Information and needs of 

mobile users (identification and location) are 

transmitted to central processors to servers linking 

mobile network services. Based on the home agent 

and subscribers data stored in databases, mobile 

network operators can provide services to mobile 

users as authorization, authentication and accounting. 

Subscriber requests are delivered via the internet to a 

cloud. Cloud devices process requests in that cloud to 

give mobile users equivalent cloud services. These 

types of services are established by virtualization 

utility computing models and SOA (like Web, 

Application, and Database Service). The deep cloud 

architecture structure may be altered in different 

environments. This is four Tier architecture in [8] 

comparing associated cloud computing with grid 

computing. Instead, SOA is present to allow 

developers to build. Microsoft.NET requests with the 

support of APIs and multiple programming 

models[9].[10] Present a market-oriented cloud 

generation architecture and[11] recommend a Web-

based business services architecture. Coming to the 

paper mainly motivating cloud computing tier 

architecture (shown in fig 2). Architecture regularly 

focuses on demonstrating the cloud computing 

model's efficiency in meeting user requests. 

Mostly, cloud computing is large-scale distributed 

network system based on the number of servers in 

data centres. Cloud services are mostly classified 

based on layers[Fig 2]. In the top layers of this 

paradigm, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform 

as a Service (PaaS) and SaaS are arranged.
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A.Data Centers layer: 

This layer's purposes construct cloud hardware and 

infrastructure. In the data centre layer, the amount of 

servers connecting to high-speed networks to service 

consumers. Naturally, data centres are built in less 

needed locations, with a constant high power supply 

link and low catastrophe risk. 

B. Infrastructure as a Service: This layer's 

objectives construct the data centre layer top. 

Components used for storage, hardware, servers and 

networking. This is customer-specific pay per-use. 

The Customer will save the money since the bill is 

dependent on the client's resource they choose to use. 

It’s dynamically as needed for infrastructure can be 

extended (for example: Simple storage service and 

Amazon Cloud computing)  

C. Platform as a Service: This is used for integrated 

environment for building, testing and deploying 

custom applications (For example: Microsoft Azure, 

Google App Engine etc..).  

D. Software as a Service: It is distributed 

applications with detail specifications, the users will 

access the programme and details remotely over the 

internet, paying just the kind they choose to use. 

SFDC is one of SaaS model's innovators. One service 

provider enables simultaneous file and folder sharing 

through multiple devices. 

In this cloud design architecture, mainly divided into 

4 layers as shown in Fig 2. The top layer must be 

built immediately underneath it. The defined 

architecture design the customer would use the 

services flexibly and skillfully, some services might 

even be calculated as more than one layer. Data 

storage facilities' definition would be used in IaaS or 

PaaS.
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1.5 Growth in Cloud Market-2019 

 

 
 

V.BENEFITS OF MOBILE CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

The mainly cloud computing is identified that 

capable solution for Mobile computing of many of 

details for example communication, mobility and 

portability[13].coming to the cloud can remain used 

to overcome difficult in mobile computing directing 

to benefits  of Mobile Cloud Computing Network. 

A. Data Storage capacity: The huge data on the 

cloud thru wireless by using Mobile cloud 

computing. The mainly storage capability is limit for 

the mobile device. To avoid that limited access and 

storage data capacity through using MCC.The 

following examples are Amazon simple storage 

service[9].An additional example Image exchange 

which was used for huge storing space in cloud for 

mobile users[10]. By using this we can easily upload 

images to the cloud subsequently capturing any time. 

The couple of years onwards the maximum social 

network application today using Facebook[12]. 

B. No Physical Storage and Battery lifetime 

Extending: The mainly hosted will be everything in 

the cloud, CC sources across service types and forms 

reliable and flexible backup and recovery solutions. 

Although battery is main apprehensions for mobile 

devices. The amount of resolutions proposed to 

improve the operation of the CPU and control the 

screen and disc in an analytical methed.[16,17] to 

decrease power consumption. But these forms of 

resolutions alter the structure of mobile devices, 

owing to the modern hardware that raises prices and 

is not good for all mobile devices. Computation 

offloading technique is provided with artefacts to 

move broad and difficult computing from resource-

limited computers to mobile devices) creative 

machines (like cloud servers).To prevent long 

programme processing period on the system and 

effects will be consumption of large quantity of 

power. The following example of image 

processing[20] will minimise mobile device use by 

41%. The large-scale statistical analyses indicate that 

up to 45 percent of the power used can be minimised 

and many smartphone devices can benefit from 

assignment relocation and independent processing. 

C. Data Reliability Improving: The data 

management programme on may is a real way to 

improve stability because of the application and data 

saved and the amount of computers backup. Remote 

cloud computing for data protection model built for 

service providers and consumers alike. For instance, 
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cloud prevents exploited and unauthorised 

distribution[30] and it can be protect video, clip and 

music of copyrighted digital content. In addition 

remotely cloud arrange and provide to mobile devices 

users like  virus scanning, code detecting and 

authentication[11]  these are services increase  

effectiveness of the service. 

D. Scalability: Due to adaptive resource 

provisioning, mobile requests will remain enforced & 

scaled to accommodate evolving user requests. It will 

literally improve and expand an application & 

services without/with little reserve utilisation 

restriction. 

E. Ease Incorporation: Several services since 

dissimilar services provide can remain joined simply 

thought the cloud & integration to meet the mobile 

user’srequests. 

VI.MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING USES: 

Mobile device applications are improvement quickly 

in universal mobile marketplace. The several Mobile 

applications have taken the benefits of Mobile cloud 

computation and The introduced typical characteristic 

of MCC application. 

A. Mobile Commerce or M-commerce: Itis model 

of application and services became available thru 

internet assisted mobile devices. Its involves new 

technologies, services and application fulfill that 

require mobility. Mobile commerce communications 

continue to grow for example the purchase and sales 

of goods & services, online payment, Bill payment, 

Online Banking etc. The Mobile commerce classified 

into various classes containing shopping, Finance and 

advertising shown table II. While transaction 

communication face various problems occurs for 

example security, low internet bandwidth etc. These 

applications are combined in cloud computation to 

address the following problems(Low bandwidth, 

security).The recommends[22] 3G , 4G and 

5G(coming soon) the advantages these generations 

also cloud computing improve the data processing 

speed & safety protected founded on the public and 

private key techniques. These technique encryption 

based control and ensure that privacy of users data. 

 

Table II Request classes of M-Commerce 
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B.Mobile Learning or m-Learning:Mobile Learning nothing 

but learning across the environments with mobile devices at 

everywhere at any time. In traditional m-learning consume 

some limits in terms of high cost of network & devices, Low 

bandwidth rate.After that cloud founded m-learning are 

presented to improving these types of issues. By using cloud 

through big storage capacity & powerful processing facility 

improve.The combination m-learning & cloud computing to 

improve the message excellence amongst students & teachers 

Zhao etal[18]. In this case we used smartphone software for 

the open basis JavaME and User interface framework and the 

example of client used jobber, Teams and skype etc. A website 

develops on google apps Engine we can used for 

communications between teachers and students any time. This 

type cloud based m-learning shows that system helps learners 

right to use learning remotely. The purpose of these 

applications help the students improves their understanding 

about the design of mobile cloud computing assistant field 

knowledge. The developed an teaching tool is founded on 

cloud calculation  to generate a course like image and video 

processing[41].The new direction in m-learning used 

smartphone with different software such as AHG clod Note 

etc.  

C.Mobile Healthcare or m-Healthcare: 

By using this application in medical to decrease the traditional 

medical check-up and supported by mobile devices. Collecting 

the clinical health records or data, healthcare information 

researchers and patients simultaneous observing of patient thru 

mobile telemedicine processes.[27]The following applications 

in healthcare thru Mobile cloud computing are: 

i. Wide-ranging health watching services 

ii. Quick emergency management system 

iii. Health-aware mobile devices  

iv. Universal access to healthcare statistics 

v. Universal lifestyle incentive organization 

Also The purpose Health cloud information organization 

system founded on cloud computing & Mobile devices 

running Android operational system(AOS)[26].In this example 

contains 3 services using the Amazon’s S3 cloud storing 

provision to accomplish patient health archives are: 

a. cloud storage  to Continuous connection 

b. Patient health record organization system 

c. Image viewing maintenance 

In Real-time scheme, A telemedicine homecare organization 

organization[17][18] is executed in  Taiwan to monitoring  

patient member , Mainly for patients with  Diabetes and 

Hypertension. The propose resolution to protect the 

consultants health data and collective the privacy of amenities. 

 

D. The Practical applications and Mobile Gaming: 

The cloud converts a suitable tool to support mobile users 

upload photos & videos well good, Tag their relatives and 

friends in web based network (social network)[15] as 

Facebook and Twitter and telegrams etc. Mobile cloud 

computing applications that allows mobile users to share 

events over the cloud. 

Coming to the m- game(Mobile gaming) is revenues 

generating for service earners.It can totally offload game 

engine needful huge computing resources: Keyword-built 

searching, Voice-based probing & Tag-based searching .In 

Additionally, The Mobile cloud computing combined services 

[15] to identify traffic lights. The current services for example: 

Mobile social network, Bubsy game(cloud) BigTorrent into 

the cloud[20 &21]. 

VII THE FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The number of examine works donate to the improvement of 

mobile could computing , There are numerous open problems 

& potential research constraints in the growth mobile devices 

of Mobile cloud computing. 

Low Bandwidth effort:Even the several researchers 

recommend the effective way of bandwidth distribution. The 

big apprehensions limitation bandwidth reasons the numeral of 

mobile & cloud users remain growing. Coming 4G and 

5G(Fourth and Fifth Generation)network and auspicious skills 

that overcome too carry a revolution in increasing bandwidth. 

The current 4G network support a maximum and coming 5G 

network improving such as wandering mobile device coverage 

and Quality of Service that taken into interpretation in [10].A 

small cellular base station is called Femtocell and for designed 

use in small area.[12] Hay systems limited (HSL) combination 

both femtocells and cloud computing  to provide highly 

efficient, accessible ,secure network and scalable  for mobile 

device operators 

Management of Network Access:The management of 

network not only increases performance of mobile users but 

also enhances bandwidth usage. The wireless access 

administration in mobile device communication landscape 

[23].Rational radio upturns the effectiveness of the range 

consumption meaningfully, by tolerating unlicensed users. In 

this method is collaboratingjoined hooked on MCC. The 

variety can be exploits additional professionallyand therefore 
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millions of dollars aimed at the network give can be 

protected[24].The mobile user in mobile cloud computing 

necessity to detect the ratio resource accessibility through 

confirming that the traditional  facilities will not stay affected . 

Quality of Service:In this mobile cloud computing , The 

operators essential to admission servers placed in cloud and 

When application intreating services  and possessions in the 

cloud area. The problems might face the mobile users such as 

cramming due to that limited of wireless bandwidth , Network 

interruption. There are 2 new investigate directions remain 

Clone cloud & Cloudlets that are perhaps to decrease the 

system interval. Coming to the Clone cloud is the power of 

cloud computing to mobile devices (smartphones)[25]. It is the 

increase the speed of running mobile devices 

services(Smartphone) applications. The whole set of the 

application in addition to data since mobile 

devices(smartphone) against the cloud .The limitation of 

Clone Cloud inability to upgrade negative state and unique 

resources remotely. Although Cloudlets is trusted & well 

associated to the internet thru nearby mobile strategies. If no 

cloudlets existing adjacent the mobile device might denote to 

the avoidance mode. How to achieve policies for cloudlets 

gives to maximum the mobile users involvement whereas 

minimizing cost. Another problem is cloudlets trust and 

securities sometimes create fake clodlets to the user 

information.  

Pricing and Standard Interface:The mobile cloud 

computing contains both Cloud service provider and Mobile 

service distributor. Both MSP & CSP in dissimilar services 

administration, Customers organization, Process of payment in 

addition prices. How to the price, How to set price and how 

the price will be separated between different entire like how 

the customers pay. Coming to the Standard Interface when 

essential issue the user needs to interact and communicate with 

cloud. The standard procedure, signaling & interface for 

interrelating amongst mobile device user in addition to 

 cloud ensure that seamless service. In mostly working and In 

future HTML5 and JSON promising technique to address 

some type of issues.for example is HTMLS webSockets 

proposal an interface. 

 CONCLUSION 

In this paper refer to the Mobile cloud computing is 

technology of mobile devices now a days and the benefits of 

mobile computing & cloud computing. Mobile cloud 

computing(MCC) is became research oriented and the usage 

of mobile strategies the amount of and cloud computing by 

many company’s well organization in future will come more 

applications available with help of new technologies. Most of 

the companies are on the cloud around 90%. AWS is leading 

cloud vender 32% share in the market industry. The mobile 

cloud market has revenue $30.7. This paper some of the 

details provides a summary of MCC which is deals with 

design of MCC,Benefits of MCC consume been obtainable. 

Although more requests supporting by MCC are Mobile 

Commerce, Mobile Knowledge, Mobile Health care and the 

practical use and Mobile Gaming have been covered and the 

wide range of mobile services. At last the future research 

directions have been defined. As we considered that Mobile 

cloud computing is vital role now a days and advanced 

technical world, generating the requirements for finding the 

solution on this Mobile cloud computing. 
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